RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL IRRIGATION

Built on Innovation

01 Easy: Fast, simple installation for
both wired and wireless models
02 Versatile: Compatible with most
Hunter controllers
03 Smart: Shuts down irrigation the
moment rain is detected
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PGP ROTARY SPRINKLER
®

The world’s best selling residential and light commercial rotor sets the
standard for an entire industry
Meet the First Family of gear-driven plastic rotary sprinklers for residential and light
commercial irrigation. First because they’ve outsold and outperformed all others in their
class since we introduced the original model in 1981.
By choosing these exceptional Hunter products, you endow your property with one of its
greatest assets: durable, trouble-free rotary sprinklers with precision-engineered nozzles
for efficiency and consistently beautiful results. You’ll get no brown spots near the head or
anywhere else, with evenly distributed water at a rate your soil can absorb. The PGP® is
driven by today’s most advanced technology, including the industry’s best gear mechanism
to provide you with years of flawless service. For a landscape of quiet beauty—and your
peace of mind—why settle for second best when you can have the sprinkler by which everything else is measured? Pick PGP.

Learn more. Visit hunterindustries.com, for more detailed information.

PGP Rotors Provide Unmatched

Reliability
Why Choose PGP
• Pop-up sprinklers rotate silently then dissappear
when the job is done
• Waters evenly and efficiently
• Has precise pattern control with no bothersome
backsplash onto walkways or buildings
• Whisper quiet rotation, without impact or clatter

Benefits of PGP
• Through-the-top adjustment with helpful symbol 		
makes it easy to adjust, wet or dry
• Easy fine-tuning without changing nozzles

Built to Last
• Integral rubber cover with membrane covered sockets
keeps dirt out
• Large dirty water screen puts an end to nozzle
clogging

PGP ADJ Pop-up Rotary Sprinkler

Our pop up sprinklers wont disturb the look of your landscape,
they dissapear when the job is done.

PGP Ultra Series

Website hunterindustries.com | Customer Support 760-744-5240 | Technical Service 760-591-7383

Helping our customers succeed is what drives us. While our passion for innovation and engineering
is built into everything we do, it is our commitment to exceptional support that we hope will keep
you in the Hunter family of customers for years to come.
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